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APPENDIX

CBSC Decision 10/11-2302
The Comedy Network re Tosh.O promotional spot

The Complaint

The CBSC received a complaint via its webform on August 11, 2011. The complaint listed
three different broadcasts on The Comedy Network. The complaints regarding two of the
programs have been closed at the CBSC Secretariat level, so details about those have
been omitted from this document. The complaint about the Tosh.O promo was as follows:

station: Comedy Network

program: Tosh.O w/Daniel Tosh [...]

date: Sat., July 6, 6-7 PM [...]

time: see above

concern: My concern with a promo for Tosh.O at the time indicated is about the fact
that a Mercedes Benz SUV is shown plowing through a crowd of cyclists and pedestrians
causing them possible grievous bodily harm and death. There can be no reliable assurance
that no one was seriously hurt under the circumstances and it is completely inappropriate to
expect the audience to derive genuine amusement from this scenario, and I question the
appalling lack of judgment in this promo's airing, which would have drawn howls of protests
were it to have been included in a Mothers Against Drunk Driving PSA, let alone here. [...]

Thank you for your consideration.

The CBSC informed the complainant that his complaints were made too late as they were
filed past the 28-day logger-file retention period. The complainant wrote back on
August 26:

program: Tosh.O [...]

date: August 6 [...]

time: please see previous correspondence

concern: I am refiling my recent complaint about a recent Tosh.O promo spot [and
other broadcasts] as I have learned I misstated the month of these broadcasts in my original
correspondence as July instead of August, in which case they are suitable for
reconsideration. The original CBSC file # was 10/11-2302. My concerns regarding these
broadcasts remain the same. [...]

Thank you for your consideration.
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Broadcaster Response

The broadcaster responded to the complainant’s concerns with a letter of September 20:

The Canadian Broadcast Standards Council (CBSC) has forwarded to us a copy of your
correspondence received on August 26

th
, 2011 regarding the promo for Tosh.O which aired

on The Comedy Network on August 6
th
, 2011 at 6:46 pm ET [...] for our attention and

response.

Before I address your specific concern, it should be noted that The Comedy Network follows
the Canadian Association of Broadcasters’ (CAB) Code of Ethics, Equitable Portrayal Code,
and the Voluntary Code regarding Violence in Television Programming. (If you would like to
view the CAB Codes, you may do so at www.cbsc.ca). The Comedy Network is a member in
good standing of the Canadian Broadcast Standards Council and follows the Council’s
standards and guidelines.

We regret that the promos for Tosh.O [and another program] offended you. Careful
consideration went into the creation of the promos to ensure that they could air at any time,
while the program itself may not be suitable for all viewers. The promo for Tosh.O is using
footage from the series which consists of clips found on YouTube.com and which could also
be featured on the nightly news. The producers of the series would not be allowed to use a
clip that featured fatalities.

[...]

Both the promos and the program were intended to be humorous and irreverent as some
comedy tends to be. We do, however, recognize that reactions to comedic material are
subjective, and what one person finds amusing another may not, and clearly, every television
viewer is entitled to his or her opinion and choice. Comedy is a subjective medium. For a
broadcaster, presenting comedy comes with the inherent risk that some of our viewers will
find it distasteful. We are sorry that they have offended you as that was not the intent.

We will take your concern into consideration when making any promos in the future that
feature more risqué content.

Thank you for taking the time to submit your concerns, it benefits all our viewers.

Additional Correspondence

The complainant filed his Ruling Request on November 8 with the following note:

I am dissatisfied, as I expected to be, with the responses of Comedy Network and [other
broadcasters about which he had filed other complaints]. [...] Thank you for your
consideration.


